Stieltjes has several results on asymptotic expansions, including discussions of the remainder terms in the expansions. In this section we give examples of his interest in asymptotics of special functions. where = arg z 2 (? ; ). A proof of this result can also be found in Olver (1974) , page 294. when the expansion is terminated at the smallest term (that is, when n 2x).
Bessel functions
For the function K 0 (x) Stieltjes used the integral + 1 12 + 1 540 We see that the remainder is exponentially small when we truncate the expansion at the right place (when n x). Recently, re-expanding remainders at the right place has received renewed interest; we return to this topic in Section 8.
Asymptotic expansions of integrals: basic steps
We are concerned with obtaining uniform asymptotics expansions of integrals of the type
where C is a contour in the complex plane and z is a large parameter. For certain values of the other parameter (the so-called uniformity parameter) the asymptotic behaviour of F (z) may change. For instance, in turning point problems, for < 0 the integral F (z) may show strong oscillations, whereas for > 0 the integral may be monotonic. For obtaining uniform expansions the following major steps can be distinguished:
Trace the critical points on or near C that signi cantly contribute to F (z); that is, points where @ =@t vanishes (saddle points), poles, singularities, or end points of C.
Investigate the nature and signi cance of these critical points: which ones give the dominant contributions, and can be reached by deforming C without disturbing convergence, etc.?
Transform the integral into a standard form by a conformal mapping, taking into account the mapping of the contour and the critical points. Construct a formal expansion by using local expansions at the relevant critical points, Laplace's method, integration by parts, etc. Discuss the nature and the asymptotic properties of the expansion. Construct error bounds for the remainders.
Extend the results to wider domains of the parameters, e.g. by deforming C.
The rst four points are most frequently the only possibilities in practical problems (wave theory, optics, di raction and scattering theory); often the contributions in the expansion have a physical interpretation and then just the form of the expansion is the ultimate requirement.
Standard books on asymptotic analysis are 16], 50], and 106], the second one concentrating on di erential equations, the other ones on integrals.
Why uniform asymptotics?
We give well-known examples of non-uniform expansions and indicate that a secondary parameter may disturb the nature of the expansion. The special functions in the examples all have uniform expansions in which the parameters may vary in much larger domains. Uniform expansions are useful in describing the transition of behaviour. In physical or statistical problems this may give insight in the underlying problems. In general, higher transcendental functions are needed to describe the transitions (Airy functions, error functions, parabolic cylinder functions, etc.). Uniform expansions are also useful for numerical evaluations, because more robust algorithms can be developed when uniform expansions are used. Usually, however, coe cients become more complicated in uniform expansions. The asymptotic behaviour of F a (x) as a ! 1 depends strongly on sign(x). Assume F a (1) = 1.
Then as a rule 3.4. Normalized incomplete gamma function As a special case of the previous subsection we consider the normalized incomplete gamma function Q(a; which is a standard form for this kind of problem. A uniform approximation can be given in terms of the error function, as will be explained in x7.4.
Laplace integrals and Watson's Lemma
The rst step in the asymptotics of integrals is Watson's lemma. Consider
Expansion at the origin f(t) = P 1 n=0 c n t n gives
as z ! 1; xed; see 50],page 113 and further, also for more general expansions of f. When is not xed (say, is depending on z) this expansion becomes invalid. Let := =z. When is not small, it is better to expand at t = . The expansion f(t) = P 1 n=0 a n ( ) (t ? ) n gives F (z) 1 X n=0 a n ( ) P n ( ) z ?n? ; where P n ( ) are polynomials, P 0 ( ) = 1; P 1 ( ) = 0; P 2 ( ) = ; P 3 ( ) = 2 ; : : : with recursion relation P n+1 ( ) = n P n ( ) + P n?1 ( )]: It is easily seen that P n ( ) = O n=2] ; as ! 1: Under mild conditions on a n ( ), that is, on f, this expansion is uniformly valid with respect to 2 0; 1), and in a larger domain of the complex plane. The main condition on f is that its singularities are not too close to the point t = . Let R denote the radius of convergence of the Taylor expansion of f at t = . The condition on the conformal mapping is that the saddle point at t = t 0 maps to the saddle point at = , and this determines A( A n a n ; B (a)
B n ( ) a n ; where the coe cients are given by A n = f n (0); B n ( ) = f n (0) ? f n ( ) ; f n ( ) = d d f n?1 ( ) ? f n?1 (0) :
For more details and applications to several distribution functions we refer to 85]. 6 . Examples of standard forms
In Table 6 .1 we give standard forms of integrals for which well-known special functions are used as basic approximants. We give the critical points, the coalescence of which causes uniformity problems. We also give references to the literature. 
References to the Bibliography
We give references to the literature for the standard forms mentioned in We consider a few recent examples of uniform expansions for particular special functions. We give a few details of the basic steps for deriving the results. More details can be found in the literature. L n (x)t n ; jtj < 1:
Then we can distinguish ve x?intervals with di erent asymptotic behaviour for L n (x) when n is large and is xed: (i) x < 0: monotonic region, (ii) x near 0: transition region, (iii) 0 < x < 4 : oscillatory region, (iv) x near 4 : turning point region, (v) x > 4 : monotonic region.
In cases (i), (iii), (v) we can give expansions in terms of elementary functions. For the transitions from (i) to (iii)
we need a Bessel function, (iii) to (v) we need an Airy function. When is xed, two uniform expansions su ce to cover the real x?axis with overlapping domains. In 29] the generating function is used to write the Laguerre polynomial as a Cauchy integral, and then the saddle point method is applied to obtain expansions in terms of Airy and Bessel functions. give the representations Q(a; z) = c n ( ) a n ; a ! 1 uniformly with respect to 2 IR, or z 0. For details we refer to 83]. This reference also admits complex values of a and z.
Expansion in terms of

The Stokes phenomenon
The Stokes phenomenon concerns the abrupt change across certain rays in the complex plane, known as Stokes lines, exhibited by the coe cients multiplying exponentially subdominant terms in compound asymptotic expansions. There is much recent interest in the Stokes phenomenon, and it ts in the present paper because it has to do with sudden changes in approximations when a certain parameter (in this case the phase of the large parameter) passes critical values. A complete discussions will not be given here. For a recent survey paper on the Stokes phenomenon we refer to 59]. are domain-dependent. The constants change when we cross certain lines, the boundaries of certain sectors in the z?plane.
In the above example one of the terms e ; e ? maximally dominates the other one at the rays arg z = 0; argz = 2 =3. In this example these 3 rays are the Stokes lines. At the rays arg z = =3 and the negative z?axis the quantity is purely imaginary, and, hence, the terms e ; e ? are equal in maginitude. These three rays are called the anti-Stokes lines , because u + is dominated maximally by u ? at these rays. However, see x8.3 below.
The recent interest in the Stokes phenomenon
This phenomenon of the discontinuity of the constants was discovered by Stokes and was discussed by him in a series of papers (on Airy functions in 1857, on Bessel functions in 1868). It is a phenomenon which is not con ned to Airy or Bessel functions. The discovery by Stokes was, as Watson says, apparently one of those which are made at three o'clock in the morning. Stokes wrote in a 1902 retrospective paper: "The inferior term enters as it were into a mist, is hidden for a little from view, and comes out with its coe cients changed."
In 1989 the mathematical physicist Michael Berry provided a deeper explanation. He suggested that the coe cients of the subdominant expansion should be regarded not as a discontinuous constant but, for xed jzj, as a continuous function of arg z. Berry's innovative and insightful approach was followed by a series of papers by himself and other writers. In particular, Olver put the formal approach by Berry on a rigorous footing in papers with applications to con uent hypergeometric functions (including Airy functions, Bessel functions, and Weber parabolic functions).
At the same time interest arose in earlier work by Stieltjes, Airey, Dingle,... to expand remainders of asymptotic expansions at optimal values of the summation variable. This resulted in exponentially-improved asymptotic expansions, a method of improving asymptotic approximations as we have met in x1.3 in our introduction to Stieltjes work on asymptotics.
Exponentially small terms in the Airy expansions
We conclude this discussion by pointing out the relation between the Stokes phenomenon and the exponentially small terms in the asymptotic expansion of the Airy function. Consider the terms in the expansions in (8.3){(8.5). They have the asymptotic form c n ?n = O ?(n) (2 ) ?n ; n ! 1:
When z is large the terms decrease at rst and then increase. The least term of the rst series of (8.4) is near n = n = j2 j] and its size is of order e ?2j j . At the Stokes lines at j argzj = 2 =3 the quantity is negative and the exponential term in front of the rst series in (8.4) equals e j j . Hence the order of magnitude of e ? c n ?n is roughly of the same size as the second part in (8.5) , that is, of the size of e that is present in front of the second series. It follows that near the Stokes lines (and of course when z turns to the negative axis) the second series in (8.5) is not at all negligible when we truncate the rst series at the least term with index n .
At present we know, after Berry's observations, that near the Stokes lines one of the constants c in the asymptotic representation in (8.2) in fact is a rapidly changing function of z. where S(z) switches rapidly but smoothly from 0 to 1 across the Stokes line at arg z = 2 =3. As Berry observed (see 3]), a good approximation to S(z) involves the error function, which function can describe the fast transition in this asymptotic problem. We have met the error function also in the cases (6.1) and (6.3) of Table 6 .1, where it is used to describe similar fast transitions.
Many other writers have contributed recently in this eld. In the Bibliography we have included recent papers concentrating on integrals, but the research is also making much progress in the area of di erential equations. In 43] an introduction to the Stokes phenomenon is given from the view point of di erential equations; for more recent developments (also in connection with exponentially-improved asymptotic expansions) we refer to 8 Acknowledgment. I am grateful to the referee for several helpful suggestions and improvements. 
